
Name: _________________________________ 

Spelling Words
List D-3: /ā/

Spelling Words Review

painter

phrase

change

eighth 

weight

drain

radio

ranger

steak

skater

  basic

shape

faint 

crazy

famous 

space

frame

painful 

tasty 

danger

enter

activity

spend

Challenge

maintain

operator

Answer the questions.

1.  In the word, weight, which two letters make the /ā/ sound?         ______________________

2.  In the word, steak, which two letters make the /ā/ sound?                 ______________________

3.  How many syllables are in the word radio?         ______________________

4.  How many syllables are in the word eighth?     ______________________

Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  behaving in a strange or wild way           _________________________

6.  having a pleasant flavor                       _________________________

7.  a pipe that carries away excess water or liquid                                  _________________________

8. a group of words; a saying or expression               _________________________

Unscramble the spelling words.

9.    anfti      ___________________     hint: pale, light, or vague 

10.  pfinlau         ___________________     hint: hurting; aching

11.  musafo        ___________________     hint: known by many people 

12.  nragre         ___________________     hint: a keeper of a park, forest, or wilderness 
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Name: _________________________________                        List D-3: /ā/

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

change painter space danger

shape skater basic  frame

13.  Cora is training to be an Olympic figure  ________________________. 

14.  I bought a new picture  ________________________  for our family photograph.         

15.  “We don't need to hire a  ________________________!  We can paint the bedrooms   
            

ourselves,” Mr. Jansen said.      
 
16.  The sign on the side of the highway warned of  ________________________  from falling rocks. 

17. Identify a  ________________________  that has six straight sides and six angles. 

18. Mrs. Diamonte wishes she had more  ________________________  for the clothes in her closet.  

19. Once you know how to solve  ________________________  division problems, you'll be able to 

solve long division problems too. 

20. If Derrick buys an ice cream cone that costs $2.25 and gives the cashier a five-dollar bill, 

how much  ________________________  will he get back?

Answer the questions.

21.  Is the word activity a noun, an adverb, or a verb? ___________________________

22. Is the word spend an adverb, verb, or adjective? ___________________________

23. Is the word enter an adverb, verb, or adjective? ___________________________

24. Which challenge word contains the /ā/ sound once? ___________________________

25. Which challenge word contains the /ā/ sound twice?   ___________________________
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ANSWER KEY
Spelling Words

List D-3: /ā/

Spelling Words Review

painter

phrase

change

eighth 

weight

drain

radio

ranger

steak

skater

   basic

shape

faint

crazy

famous

space

frame

painful

 tasty

 danger

enter

activity

spend

Challenge

maintain

operator

Answer the questions.

1.  In the word, weight, which two letters make the /ā/ sound?         ei

2.  In the word, steak, which two letters make the /ā/ sound?                 ea

3.  How many syllables are in the word radio?         3 syllables

4.  How many syllables are in the word eighth?     1 syllable

Write a spelling word for each definition.

5.  behaving in a strange or wild way                crazy

6.  having a pleasant flavor                            tasty

7.  a pipe that carries away excess water or liquid                                        drain

8. a group of words; a saying or expression                      phrase  

Unscramble the spelling words.

9.    anfti                faint                     hint: pale, light, or vague 

10.  pfinlau                   painful                 hint: hurting; aching

11.  musafo                  famous                hint: known by many people 

12.  nragre                   ranger                 hint: a keeper of a park, forest, or wilderness 
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Name: _________________________________                                                List D-3: /ā/

Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box.

change painter space danger

shape skater basic  frame

13.  Cora is training to be an Olympic figure skater. 

14.  I bought a new picture frame for our family photograph.         

15.  “We don't need to hire a painter!  We can paint the bedrooms ourselves,” Mr. Jansen said.  
 

16.  The sign on the side of the highway warned of danger from falling rocks.  

17. Identify a shape that has six straight sides and six angles. 

18. Mrs. Diamonte wishes she had more space for the clothes in her closet.  

19. Once you know how to solve basic division problems, you'll be able to 

solve long division problems too. 

20. If Derrick buys an ice cream cone that costs $2.25 and gives the cashier a five-dollar bill, 

how much change will he get back?

Answer the questions.

21.  Is the word activity a noun, adverb, or verb? noun

22. Is the word spend an adverb, verb, or adjective? verb 

23. Is the word enter an adverb, verb, or adjective? verb

24. Which challenge word contains the /ā/ sound once? operator 

25. Which challenge word contains the /ā/ sound twice?   maintain 
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